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mßj¾;lhka msßila ìys lsÍu;a" Wiia mßj¾;k idys;Hhla ìys
lsÍu i|yd uxfm;a újr lsÍu;a isÿ fõ hehs úYajdi lruq '

yeoEßh hq;= úIhhla jYfhka zmßj¾;khZ úYajúoHd, úIh

ud,dj,g tla ù ;sîu o m%Yxid lghq;=h' fuys § isÿ flfrk
isoaOdka; iy m%dfhda.sl wOHhkhka Wiia mßj¾;l mrmqrla ìys
lrkakg isÿ flfrk úYsIag wdfhdackhla fia ie,lSu
hqla;shqla;h'

mßj¾;k idys;Hh yd iïnkaO úpdr fCIa;%h mq¿,a úh

hq;=h' th b;d miq.dó ;;a;ajhl miqjk nj fmkS hhs' ta i|yd
iqÿiaika fidhd Tjqkag Èß §u j¾;udk iudcfhys hq;=luls ' t
fuka u" ckudOHhkays ta i|yd m%udKj;a bvla fjka lr §u
w;HjYHh'

uf.a jegySug wkqj kï" fl;rï ÿrg mßj¾;k idys;Hh

.ek idlÉPd l<;a" iaj;ka;% ks¾udK lrk f,aLlhd yeu úg u
m%:u ia:dkfhys ;eìh hq;=h" Tyq woaú;Shh' mßj¾;lhd yeu úg
u oaú;Shslh' tfy;a" fï WNh md¾Yjhka idys;Hfhys m%.ukhg
,nd fok odhl;ajh iudkh'
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Aspects of Sri Lanka’s Footprints
of the Buddha

Professor Kayoko Kusumoto

Introduction

Sri Lanka has footprints of the Buddha carved in stone slabs
distributed across a wide area of the Island. They are found mainly at
ancient temple sites. Motoji Niwa says that there are approximately
1,000 such footprints in existence, and that they are unique in the
world(1).

The Buddha in the absolute reality is the Body of Law
(dharmakâya) according to bothThçravâda and Mahâyâna Schools. The
Body of Law is the seriesof the pure dharma asVasubandhu says(2). The
Mahâvastu of Mahâsânghikas says Tathâgatas are born with a body
made of mind (3). So the Buddha’s physical body is not real Buddha (4).
The Tathâgata or the body of Law (dharmakâya) is arisen from the
dharma or the Brahma which is the course and effect
(paliccasamuppada )(5). Sakyamuni achieved this Body of Law with the
enlightenment under the Bô-tree at Bodh Gaya, India. Since then he has
been conventionally called the Buddha. Buthe declared that his humanly
physical body is not the Buddha(6).

Early Buddhist attributed the physical body of the Great man
endowed with thirty-two characteristics to the formless Buddha and
created the anthropomorphic Symbol of the Great Man. And They used
it as a one of the Buddha–symbols to help the followers of Buddha
Sakyamuni to recall the real Buddha–the Body of Law. In this way they
seemed to have guided by the Buddha’s words in the Lakkhâna sutta of
the Dîgha Nikâya where Buddha says that a great man 2nd owed with the
thirty–two characteristics becomes either universal-ruler or a Buddha
.Several of these characteristics relate to the feet.0The feet have a level
tread on the sole of the feet are the wheel-signs with thousand spokes;
tyre and hub ;the heels protect out ; the toes are long ; the feet are soft
and tender ; and they resemble a net;(7).

Chutiwongs referring to the footprint of the Buddha says” most of
them were not meant to represent imprints of the Buddha’s feet but they
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were meant in general as Symbols to indicate the presence of the
Buddha. Occasionally they were used in devotional scenes in
combination with some other symbols to form none anthropomorphic
images of the Buddha revealing him in his cosmic form” (8 ). We can
agree with her interpretation except the term ‘images’ because the real
Buddha is formless therefore we cannot have images of the Buddha(9).
Chutiwongs interpretation is based on the inscription related to the
footprints at Kirinda in Sri Lanka (10).

As evident from the Buddhist art generally Buddhists use footprint
as sacred objects of worship as well as a guide to communicate with the
Buddha.

Sri Lankan Buddhists use a stanza when they worship footprints
the stanza says“ I worship the footprints of the Buddha, on the sandy
bank of Narmadâ river, on the Saccabaddha rock, on the Sumana
mountain, and in the city of Yonakas ”(11). Buddhists believe that those
footprints are the impression of Buddha Syakamuni’s own feet . Of these
the footprint on the summit of Sumana mountain in the Ratnapura
destrict in Sri lanka is recorded in the Mahâvamsa as the left impression
of a foot by Buddha Sakyamuni dating his third visit to Sri Lanka(12).
The Vamsathappakâsinî, commentary to the Mahâvamsa says the
Buddha left the impression of his foot on the summit of Sumana(13)
mountain as a memorial of his three visit. Still Sri Lankan Buddhists go
there and worship the footprint. Areplica of it isworshippedin Thailand.
Another replica is at the Foot relic temple in Kandy, Sri Lanka.

In Sri Lanka, a few types of Buddha’s footprints are found at
historical sites in overwhelming numbers. It is written in the great
chronicle Mahâvamsa that during the time of India’sMaurya Dynasty in
the third century B.C., Buddhism was formally introduced to Sri Lanka
by Mahinda Tera, the son of Ashoka the Great. It is unclear when
sculpted objects related to Buddhism, including Buddha’s footprints,
were also introduced.

In this paper, I will focus my inquiry on Buddha’s footprints that
were used as symbols of the Buddha. Furthermore, I would like to
exclude the Buddha’s footprints that contain 108 auspicious signs.
Because such footprints do not being to Anurâdhapura period. For the
purpose of my paper, I consider only those footprints used as symbols of
the Buddha during the Anurâdhapura period (3rd century BC to 10th

century AD)(14 )
Among the Buddha’s footprints of the Anurâdhapura period, there

are several different foot shapes carved in shallow relief on stone slabs.

In addition, there are several designs including patterns over the foot or
the signs of an umbrella with or without lotuses. Another interesting
feature is that their sizes are not uniform.

I have seen a lot of Buddha’s footprints at more than 50 locations
in Sri Lanka, and have taken rubbings of 27 of them this time. I would
like to examine the position of the Buddha’s footprints based on these
and the specimens that I have seen, while giving an overview of the
situation of Buddha’s footprints in Sri Lanka. And also I would like to
examine the isolated footprints of the Buddha in Sri Lanka.

I. On the practice of the worship of Buddha’s footprint

The custom of worshiping the Buddha’s footprints has almost
faded among present-day Sri Lankan Buddhists. But the aforementioned
Sumanakûta is still a popular site of pilgrimage. Based on my own
inquiries, many present-day Sri Lankan Buddhists, when visiting
temples, worship the bodily remains of the Buddha in stûpas, Bô- trees
and Buddha images. They are the three fold sacred object. In that order,
but they are not even aware of the existence of Buddha’s footprints on
stone slabs. According to this situation, it would be difficult to clarify
where Buddha’s footprints were originally placed and for what purpose
they were made. Many extant Buddha’s footprints, like the ones at such
places as Sânchî, andAmarâvatî, or even in Sri Lanka, were placed near
stûpas or at the site of the Bô- tree shrine and the throne –shrine . Near
the Mihintalç stûpa, among the ruins around the Bô- tree shrine and the
throne-shrine of Abhayagiri vihâra in Anurâdhapura, multiple Buddha’s
footprints can be seen.

II. Analysis of Buddha’s Footprint Rubbings

In myinvestigations, I found that there are several basic shapes and
marks on Sri Lankan footprints of Buddha, and that almost all of the
rubbings I collected correspond to one of those basic shapes or marks.
There were exceptional cases however, such as the single footprint
carved directly into a huge stone(15). Nevertheless, I can give an overview
of most of the characteristics of Sri Lanka’s Buddha’s footprints based
on the 27 rubbings I collected.

The 27 rubbings of footprints that I have collected belong to the
the Anurâdhapura period. They were obtained from some of the major
historical ruins of the Anurâdhapura period that include Isurumuniya,
Vessagiriya, Sômavati, Rasvehera, Avukana, and Buduruwayâya. In
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addition to those specimens, I also obtained rubbings of footprints kept
in the Colombo National Museum and Archaeological Museum,
Abhayagiri Museum and Jçtavanâ Museum in Anurâdhapura. Details
about my collection of Footprints are given in the Table I at the end .

III. Auspicious Signs

Auspicious signs found on ten out of twenty seven footprints of
Buddha are is follows;

umbrella (4,25), fly-whisk (4,5,15,23,24,25),
filled pitcher (4,5,23,25), conch-shell(4,5 ,18,23,25),
goad (4,15,16,24,25), vajra(4,5,7,15,18,23,24,25),
srîvatsa(5,28,24), svastika(5,25,25), auspicious seat(4.5.24),
Flag(15,24), pair of fish (5,23,24)
(for details, see the table of footprints)

The team vajra is used here for Ψ symbol. But other modern
writers have used triratna, trisûla, vajra, nandipâda, satti, and
nandiyâvarta (16). There is no consensus among them. This motif is
found depicted on the throne under the Bô-tree among the Sânchi reliefs
and on the Amitayus Buddha tree symbol on the other face of the left
pillar of the north torana and on the Buddha Tree of light symbols found
among the Amarâvatîmotifs.(Coomaraswamy,1998)(17)

In the Anguttara Nikâya of the Pâli Buddhist canon says the
adamantine consciousness is the highest (18). This adamantine identify is
found in the Mâhayâna

Sûtralankâra (XIV.45). Coomarasuwamy says “It is proper to the
verylast stage of a Bodhisattva’s course and simultaneous with the “One
Instant (i.e.Eternal now”) Total Awakening “ by which he is unified with
the primordial Buddha- Essence. It is evident that for this Adamantine
consummation only the Adamantine Heart(19). In the light of these
evidences Ψ motif was used by early Buddhists to represent the
Vajirupamacitta or the adamantine mind of the Buddha. Generally this
vajra symbol is depicted on the heel of the footprint ob the Buddha
giving emphasis to it. Therefore the vajra is the correct term for this
symbol.

At the Abhayagiri Museum ,there is a unique Buddha’s footprint
with a figure of a rabbit that may be later addition (fig 6.).
Moreover,there are only two examples footprints with umbrella and
auspicious signs, and in the majority of cases an umbrella is present, it

does not contain the thousand-spoke wheel. Also, there are many
examples of footprints that have both the toesand the umbrella, but there
are only two that have toes with no Wheel but the umbrella.

Among these, like the Throne-shrines 1 and 2 in the historical
ruins of Abhayagiri vihâra, there were also footprints of the so-called no-
sign no-digit type that had no signs at all, neither wheel symbol nor toes.
In some footprints the wheel is depicted like lotus (fig .3.)

A large number of Buddha footprints with umbrellas are found all
over Sri Lanka, though there are subtle differences between them. In
most of the specimens, the heels are parabola-shaped and the toes are
indicated by straight lines. In the footprint the umbrella handle is placed
between the left and the right feet, and the umbrella that shown above the
heels are common features. It is possible to suggest that Sri Lankan
Buddhists probably favored this type of design. The outline of the foot is
similar to the footprints found in Nâgarjunakonda in southern India, yet
it is not common for those with umbrellas to have auspicious signs. In the
specimen No. 23 from Sômavatî, and No. 18 from Jçtavanârâma
museum (lacking one of the pair of footprints), there is the rare
combination of an umbrella, a thousand-spoke wheel, toes and
auspicious signs together.

In thiscase the umbrella is used as an auspicious mark. Also, in the
specimen No.14 from Avukana, the same stone was carved for both
footprints in the pair and both have umbrellas, which could be
considered a rare design. Among the Buddha’s footprints I investigated,
there were many with an umbrella but no auspicious signs. Also, there
was an example with an umbrella but no toes or thousand-spoke wheel.
For expedience, I will call these types of Buddha’s footprints “ no-sign
no-digit but with umbrella”

There are two type of umbrellas related to the footprints; the
external umbrella and the internal umbrella. The external umbrella on
the Tree ofAmitayusBuddha is interpreted by Coomareswami as it is the
u§nî§a of the head of Buddha(20). But all three fold object of worship,
bodily remains (sârîrika) ,the Bo-tree used by the Buddha(pâribhôgika ),
and Buddha’s symbols(uddçsika). Amitayus Buddha Symbol belongs to
the third category. In such cases the umbrella is the symbol of royalty of
the Buddha. The Apadâna, a pâli cannonical text calls Buddhas as
Dhammarâja. Therefore, Coomaraswamy’s interpretation is incorrect.

The other type of umbrella is showm externally among the
auspicious signs on the footprints found in Sri Lanka (fig.4,25)
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IV. No-Sign No-Digit Buddha’s Footprints

Among the samples I gathered, there are Buddha’s footprints that
are devoid of any signs including thousand-spoke the wheel.Asshown in
Table, there are three no-sign no-digit footprints( fig.11.,fig,12.and
fig.26), with two of them from the area of aThrone shrine in the
historical Abhayagiri vihâra, and the other, having only one foot left,
from a Mirisawetiya stûpa. There were several Buddha’s footprints with
a thousand-spoke wheel, digits and auspicious signs among same
Throne-shrine at the Abhayagiri monastery site. The footprint No. 11
(78 x 38.5 cm) from Throne-shrine in the Abhayagiri monastery, and
No. 26 (74 x 40 cm), the Mirisawetiya footprint were not only no-sign
no-digit type, they also had the feature of one foot having a greater
length and width than the other one. However, the example No. 12 from
Throne-shrine in the Abhayagiri vihâra is 50.5 × 29 cm, which is an
almost average size.

Anurâdhapura’s historical ruins are divided into zones 21 with the
stûpa of the three main sects as their centres. The Throne-shrine belong
to the Abhayagiri sect, and identical footprints in the Mirisawetiya-stûpa
belong to Mâhavihâra sect. Therefore, we can see that the no-sign, no-
digit type is not the original design of a specific Buddhist sect. Here
there is the question whether the no-sign no-digit Buddha footprints
began.

V. Problems visible from the data

From a design perspective, the samples of Buddha’s footprints can
be divided into three general classes(having auspicious symbols ,having
umbrella and no marks). I have outlined their features above, but I would
like to point out that from this analysis, two problems emerged. One is
that how to interpret the no-sign no-digit Buddha’s footprints. In other
words, given that the thousand-spoke wheel signifies the great Man and
is the most symbolic sign, can Buddha’s footprints that lack the same
symbolbe called footprints of the Buddha. And what was the purpose of
creating such footprints? The second question is what the reason for such
diversity in the creation of the Buddha’s footprints.

In examining these matters, first I would like to outline the Buddha
footprints of other countries.

VI. The A§t.a-Man-gala (the Eight Auspicious Signs)

T.B.Karunaratne says auspicious signs have such meanings as
happiness, prosperity and protection, and that such signs have been

invented throughout the world since the prehistoric times. He considers
them to have been used as talismans or ornaments, and says such
phenomena are not limited to Buddhism, but also existed in Jainism and
Brahmanism(22). Moreover, regarding the A§t.a-Man-gala, which are a
suite of eight auspicious signs, it is thought that from ancient times in
India the numbers eight and four and multiples thereof had auspicious
meanings, though their origins are unclear. Karunaratne says that an
A§t.a-Man-gala unique to Jainism can be seen on the offering stands,
altars, chairs and the like of Jain archaeological ruins. The Anpadi Sutra,
one of the Jain sutras, lists eight auspicious signs as an A§t.a-Man-gala
the swastika (Svastika), Srivatsa, a kalpa or large swastika with nine
corners (nandiyavarta), bhadrâsana, a filled pitcher (kalasa), a pair of
fish (matsya), a mirror (darpana) and Mahâvîra (Vardhamanaka). The
Hindu text Nârada Samhitâ says that an A§t.a-Man-gala was used only
for rituals(23).

Early Buddhist sûtras contain no detailed descriptions of A§t.a-
Man-gala, but Mahâmangala Sutta(24)in the Sutta Nipâta, Sakyamuni
explains what auspicious signs are. Also, in Mahâmangalajâtaka (25),
there are schools including a visual auspicious sign school (dittamangala),
an auditory auspicious sign school (sutamangalika) and a perceptual
auspicious sign school (mntamangalika), and there is a scene in which
they argue about auspicious signs. Accordingly, we can see that in
ancient Indian society, the concept of auspicious signs was a matter of
major concern and interest.

0The A§t.a-Man-gala, which encompasses eight auspicious signs,
came into existence against the background of a society that attaches
importance to promising signs, and it is conjectured the auspicious signs,
which visualize such omens, were formed at the same time.

VI. Sri Lanka’s A§t.a-Man-gala

In Sri Lanka, the oldest description of an A§t.a-Man-gala is found
in the Mahâvamsa in the description where Duþþhagâmaòi (161-137
B.C.) erects a nine storied chapter house for the monks called
Lôhapâsâda, or Brazen Palace. In this mansion a spacious pavilion

(Man.dapa ) was built, and there he had created something called
A§t.a-Man-galikâni 26

for which seven gems were used to represent the A§t.a-Man-gala.
However the Mahâvamsa contains no concrete description of the
symbols. Also, the same king had a Bô-tree made out of gems built to be
placed in the relic chamber of the Great Stûpa, and the tree’s trunk is
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described as having been decorated with a A§t.a-Man-galikâni.
However, the Vañsatthappakâsinî27, a commentary of the Mahâvamsa,
only mentions some of the auspicious signs, including a filled pitcher
(puòòaghaþa) and Srîvatsa in regard to the content of
A§t.a-Man-galikâni Type A.

There is a complete description of the eight auspicious signs in the
manual known as Sikhavalañda saha Sikhavalaòda-vinisa (28) for
Mâhavihâra monks, written in the 10th century. The auspicious signs
cited in this book are as follows.

(after Karunaratne):
TypeA
1. conch shell (sañkha)
2. wheel (cakra)
3. filled pitcher (puòòaghaþa)
4. mace (gadâyudha)
5. sacred goddess symbol (Srîvatsa)
6. goad (añkusa)
7. flag (dhvaja)
8. swastika

The 12th century PâlimuttakaVinaya Vinicchaya Saògaha Tikâ(29)
provides the same description on the eight auspicious signs, and those
books were the works of Mahâvihâra monks. Prof.C.Wikramagamage
conjectures that there is a high probability that the auspicious signs in the
A§t.a-Man-galikâni. King Dutthagâmani used to decorate the
Lôhapâsâda, or Brazen Palace, and the Bô-tree in the Mahâthûpa
consisted of those same auspicious signs, and that the traditional eight
auspicious signs of the Mahâvihâra(30).

Next I will cite the Aºþamañgala found in canonical texts on art
and architecture, also known as silpa texts, such as Maòjusrî Vâstuvidyâ
Œâstra (31) and Citrakarma Œâstra as fellow.

Type B
1. sacred goddess symbol (Œrîvatsa)
2. swastika
3. auspicious seat(bhadrapiþha)
4. filled pitcher (Pûrnakumbha)
5. fly whisk (câmara)
6. conch shell (sañkha)
7. pair of fish (matsyugma)
8. goad (ankusa)

They lack the cakra,mace and flag on the list of the Mhâvihâra
school. On the other hand, the listof Mahâvihâra school lacks the pair of
fish,fly-whisk and auspicious seat. But we cannotdetermine whether the
differences between these two types of Asta-mangala reflect the
differences between the Theravada and Mahâyâna Schools or a
reflection of the trend of the era. The reason is that sign of Type A can be
seen scattered among the engravings on the entrance of the gate of the
Sânchî Stupa in India. The footprints with these signs, most probably,
belong to the Mantrayâna or the Righthanded tantrism as evident from
the Manjuúrî Vastuvidyâ Œastra and Citrakurma Œastra.

However, the Buddha’s footprints in the National Museum of
Colombo (figs. 28-29) have the flag, streamer, filled pitcher, swastika,
auspiciousseat ,œrîvatsa , vajra, conch-shell, the fly whisk and goad and
pair of fish in each. It seems that the filled pitcher, úrîvatsa and swastika
are common to the both Schools, Theravada and Mahâyâna. The cakra
in the footprints is one of the thirty-two characteristics of a great Man
(Mahâpuruºa). This fending

Also agree with the result of my analysis of the small amount of
material given in the Table of this paper.

Karunaratne draws our attention to the stark similarity of the
placement of the eight signs on the two stone slabs in the collection of
the National Museum of Colombo that were discovered separately at
Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa (figs. 30-31). He assures that those
signs are clearly representations of A§t.a-Man-gala. He claims that these
are the same A§t.a-Man-gala signs that are mentioned in Mahâvamsa,
expressing a different view from that of Professor Wikramagamage(32).

Also, I found a similar stone slab in the repository of a temple in
Tantirimalle (Fig.32).

A great degree of uniformity can be seen in these two examples in
the National Museum of Colombo, and the combination and placement
of the auspicious signs also matches. Although the stone slab discovered
at Anurâdhapura(fig.30) is damaged, it contain auspicious signs in the
four corners of square stone and midway between them. Additionally,
this also has the four holy beasts (lion, elephant, bull and horse). The
eight auspicious signs are conch shell, filled vase, úrîvatsa, fly whisk,
elephant goad, pair of fish, swastika auspicious seat. Both Karunaratne
and Wikramagamage point out that the stone fragments excavated from
Anurâdhapura have the Four guardian deities, animals and other
symbols representing the four directions(33). As an example supporting
the idea that the four holy beasts represent the four directions, they cite
the fact that the holy beasts seen in the four fronticepieces of Kantaka
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Chaitya in Mihintalç match those of Anurâdhapura. They are arranged
with the lion to the north, the elephant to the east, the bull to the south
and the horse to the west.

The example excavated from Anurâdhapura (Fig. 15) and the one
excavated from Polonnaruwa (Fig. 16) have the same arrangement of
auspicious signs, so they are thought to be based on the same cannon.
These stone fragments are known as Astamahâgrahamandala and there
is a high probability that they were used in Tantric Buddhist rituals.

Considering the facts mentioned above, it can be concluded that
the A§t.a-Man-gala seen in Sri Lanka were not simply symbols to
enhance feelings of well-being, but also had the role of symbolically
expressing the Buddhist view of the universe, and that auspicious signs
were positioned directionally from a considerably early time just as the
animals and Four guardian deities(Lôkapâlas) were assigned specific
directions. At the latest by around the 5th century, after Buddhagôsa
translated the commentary of the Tripitaka into Magadhi, it is probable
that an A§t.a-Man-gala based on these concepts was in use. Karunaratne
further claims that the A§t.a-Man-gala were used to symbolize heavenly
bodies and gods, cosmic-scale guardian deities, and were used to
decorated ritual objects made of stone for the use in secret ceremonies of
Tantric Buddhist practices.

Also, Karunaratne says that in the Late Middle Ages (17th and
18th centuries) of Sri Lankan history, the Asta-mangala became
connected to exorcist rituals, and as a result, the drum, cow, snake, fly
whisk, lion, Makara, flag and votive light were added(34).

VIII. The A§t.a-Man-gala and other Auspicious Signs in
Buddha’s Footprints0

Auspicioussigns have a variety of aspects, ranging from serving as
directions to heavenly bodies, and using as the A§t.a-Man-gala, a suite of
eight auspicious signs, giving them new valuesand meanings. However,
it is unclear under what circumstances the Buddhists chose the
auspicious signs to put on the Buddha’s footprints. It’s less probable that
those who offered Buddha’s footprints to temples had the A§t.a-
mahâgrahamandala in their minds when they chose to include the
auspicious signs into the decorations. Given that the combinations of
auspicious signs that constituted the A§t.a-Man-gala were not strictly
differentiated according to the different Buddhist sects of Sri Lanka, we
can conjecture that the devotees who offered the footprints probably
advised the craftsmen of their choices of symbols to be included in them.

On the other hand, as I will explain in detail later section, when
Buddha’s footprints were dedicated or constructed, it is unclear how to
take in the concept of the A§t.a-Man-gala. If the auspicious signson them
are used for the symbol of directions and the like demonstrate validity
under the A§t.a-Man-gala concept, it is conceivable that the A§t.a-
Man-gala are reflected considerably in the auspicious signs of the
Buddha’s footprints. However, there are no grounds for written
argument. We can understand that having auspicious signs on Buddha’s
footprints strengthens the image that it is being adorned with the
Buddha’s existence.

IX. Considering No-Sign No-Digit Footprints from the Figurative
Viewpoint The Possibility That Thousand-Spoke Wheels
Were Drawn

In this section, I would like to discuss the no-sign no-digit footprint
from a figurative viewpoint. First I will discuss the kind of stones used to
sculpt the Buddha’s footprints. Dolomite, which is a commonly
available rock in SriLanka has been a popular material for sculpting the
images of the Buddha. Dolomite, which is a kind of limestone, is easy to
carve, but is also susceptible to weathering in the presence of water.
Gneiss, granite, and other hard stones were often used to make Buddha’s
footprints, while only a few were made with dolomite. Etching on
crystalline stone like dolomite tends to create imprecise lines, so those
stones are not suited to produce intricate auspicious sign designs. Many
of the footprints in Sri Lanka have outlines that were carved a few
centimeters deep, so it is possible to surmise that the designs and
selection of stone were left up to craftsmen. And I expect that the spot
where a Buddha’s footprint would be placed was also considered in the
selection of stone.

Many of the Buddha’s footprints we find at historical sites today
have withstood years of scorching sun and weathering. This situation
gives rise to the preconception that Buddha’s footprints were typically
set-up outdoors from the early times.

When examining the no-sign no-digit examples (samples 11 and
12 from the Throne-shrines atAbhayagiri monastery and sample 26 from
Mirisawetiya stûpa site), one may notice that the lengths of those
footprints of samples 11 and 26 are relatively large; each measuring over
70 cm. Though it is difficult to notice from a photograph, on-site
inspection showed that all three have uniformly smooth surfaces. It is
hard to imagine that weathering rubbed signs off them. I inspected
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several worn-out footprints and noticed that in some of the footprints
there were cavities in the centre probably created by rainwater that was
collected over long periods, and in some other cases, the degree of
defacement depended on the location of the footprint. Even if they were
preserved underground or under suitable environmental conditions, it
would be impossible for signs carved into a flat stone surface to be
uniformly worn away without a trace leaving only a flat surface.

Therefore, we can surmise that no thousand-spoke wheels, other
auspicious sign or digits were carved into the no-sign no-digit Buddha’s
footprints. However, if that is the case, it is difficult to call them
footprints of the Buddha. In response to this statement, professor C.
Wikramagamage has pointed out that thousand-spoke wheels may have
been drawn on them rather than carved (35).Considering the locations
where the footprints were placed, this hypothesis is novel and plausible.
In other words, if we imagine that the thousand-spoke wheels were
drawn on the stones, this immediately solves the problem. Depending on
the stone material, etched lines can be hard to see. It is conceivable that
in such cases color was added to make the etchings stand out. If that is
the case, we can imagine that there was not much resistance to coloring
the entire stone. But at present, this is only a hypothesis. If a Buddha’s
footprint with traces of coloring were found, it would strongly support
the hypothesis.

In my investigation of outdoor historic ruins, I found no surviving
exampleswith traces of pigments. However, as some of the best samples
of Buddha’s footprints are found in museum collections, we are unable
to conclude that colored footprints of the Buddha did not exist.

X. Buddha’s Footprints with Auspicious Signs That Have Traces of
Coloring

Buddha’s footprints on display at the National Museum of
Colombo have auspicious signs that are in good condition without too
much wear, and we can tell that they have been preserved against
weathering. They were probably placed indoors originally. Also, careful
observation shows deep brown color on the surface of the stone from the
heel end to the tiptoes. I assume that the original color of the stone has
changed as a result of repetitive touching by worshipers. And, on the
front end, there is a noticeably deep-colored part that looks more like
traces of coloring (Fig.28-29).

The possibility that this Buddha’s footprint was colored is only a
part of this hypothesis, and I await scientific proof.

XI. The Locations of the Buddha’s Footprints and their Purposes
The Buddha’s Footprints as Offerings

As observed during field studies, the footprints were often located
near the stûpas, Bô-tree shrines and Throne-shrine but occasionally,
some were established indoors. May be due to modern conservation’s
mistakes and the treasure hunters activity.

Accordingly, many Buddha’s footprints were probably offerings
made by lay believers to stûpas and Bo trees. If so, it is conceivable that
the design of a Buddha’s footprint was the ultimate reflection of the
intent of the dedicator. Even if some of these had many auspicious signs
and others were Buddha’s footprints with an umbrella and no signs or
digits, I expect the dedicators all had feelings of reverence for the
Buddha.

XII. Buddha’s Footprints Placed in Locations for Meditating while
Walking

According to Yijing’s “Account of Buddhism Sent from the South
Seas”(36), there are 14 or 15 Buddha’s footprints in India’s walking
meditation spots. Walking meditation (cankramana) involves walking in
a straight line and then coming rightback, in a round-trip straightpath. It
is said to help monks’ digestion and help cure their illnesses.

I went to a Sri Lankan forest temple called Arankelç and saw a
walking meditation spot, but there were no Buddha’s footprints.

I would like to pay attention to the fact that the Buddha’s footprints
were placed at locations where the monks’ ascetic practices carried-out,
and are of a differentnature from those offered by lay believersat stûpas.
If no-sign no-digit Buddha footprints were placed in such locations, in
terms of design, they can be thought of as separate type Buddha’s
footprints adorned with auspicious signs; Yijing recorded the size and
number of these Buddha’s footprints but made no reference to their
design and signs. Accordingly, we cannot be certain thatno-signno-digit
footprints were placed in locations used for monks’ ascetic practices.

Conclusion

In this paper, I divided the Buddha’s footprint data I gathered into
three categories and analyzed them. In particular, I focused on the
peculiarities of no-sign no-digit footprints and consulted examples and
sûtras . The thousand-spoke wheel has been the most important symbol
of the Buddha from the time of early Buddhist scripture, and I
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reconfirmed that it is an indispensable sign for Buddha’s footprints. I
wonder if we can say it is the Buddha’s footprint, because it has no
symbol of Buddha. It might be easy to solve this question, if we think the
artist tried to draw wheel. As for coloring, I have one recent idea. Many
of the statues in ancient Greece are made of marble. In addition, for a
long time, we have a prejudice that the Greek statues are white in color.
However, recent studiesare showing the statues were colored with bright
colors. I think it is possible that Buddhist arts are the same as Greek
statues.I mean, I guess Buddha’s footprints were colored at first.

In relation to Buddha’s footprints adorned with multiple
auspicious signs, I carefully examined the collection of eight auspicious
signs that has been known from time immemorial as the Aºþa-mañgala.
As a result, I was able to understand that the Aºþa-mañgala has an
important function in iconography and ceremony, and I considered how
it influenced the Buddha’s footprints of Sri Lanka. Regarding the
relationship between the 32 major marks of a Great Man attributed to the
Buddha and Buddha’s footprint, I was unable to do as much analysis as
necessary.

I confirmed again that the footprints of the Buddha are important
object for Sri Lankan Buddhist arts during Anurâdhapura period. Many
number and variety of footprints show it.
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